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• When you consider the recent breakthroughs in 

generative AI like ChatGPT, what do you see as the 

biggest threats to your institution or MENA intuitions 

generally?

• When you consider the recent breakthroughs in 

generative AI like ChatGPT, what do you see as the 

most important opportunities for your institution or MENA 

intuitions generally?

Bluepulse Survey Questions











Turing Test

If the evaluator cannot 
reliably tell the machine text 
from the human text, the 
machine has passed the test.

“Computing machinery 
and         intelligence?”-
1950





ChatGPT revealed two problems

1 We don’t have a way to tell if 
written work was produced by a 
human, a machine, or by some 
combination of the two.

2 We don’t have an agreed upon 
way to assess how close we are 
getting to creating artificial 
general intelligence.



Eliza Effect

The tendency to project human traits — 

such as experience, comprehension or 

empathy — into computer programs that 

have a text-based interface.





I can make words that sound 
like human speech but I do not 
understand the words or the 
social contexts in which they 
are used.





Coca-Cola Y3000

New from Coca-Cola® Creations, look into 
the year 3000 with Coca-Cola® Y3000 – 
the first limited-edition Coke flavor from 
the future. Created to show us an 
optimistic vision of what’s to come, where 
humanity and technology are more 
connected than ever. For the first time, 
Coca-Cola® Y3000 was co-created with 
artificial intelligence to help bring the 
flavor of tomorrow to Coke fans. Taste the 
Future now. Coca-Cola® Y3000 will be 
available for a limited time only, so pick up 
a Coca-Cola® Y3000 and get a glimpse into 
the future world.





Predictive 
Optimization
refers to automated decision-making 
systems where machine learning is 
used to make predictions about some 
future outcome pertaining to 
individuals, and those predictions are 
used to make decisions about them.



Machine Learning

AI Detection Tools Falsely Accuse 
International Students of Cheating
Stanford study found AI detectors are biased 
against non-native English speakers

https://themarkup.org/series/machine-learning


Plagiarism 
detectorsprovide evidence that a similar 
set of words were found in a 
previously published work.

AI 
Detectorsgive a probabilistic analysis based 
on patterns in texts produced by 
LLMs.
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ChatGPT gave us two tasks

1 Assess claims about what 
generative AI tools can and can’t 
do.

2 Consider the social impacts of 
generative AI products and 
services.



What’s next?

• Will the hype will turn to disillusionment?

• Will Google’s large foundational model, Gemini displace GPT as the 
leading model?

• Will we see large-scale adoption of enterprise approaches like 
University of Michigan’s use of Azure OpenAI Service?



• How limited are the largest foundational models in social and 
educational contexts outside North America?

• How good will LLMs become at translating between English and non-European languages?

• How will Foundational Models trained in languages other than English impact education?

Global impacts?













• Rob Nelson, University of Pennsylvania

– Connect with me on LinkedIn

– erob@upenn.edu

Thank you for this opportunity….

mailto:erob@upenn.edu
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